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INTRODUCTION 
The fluid flow through a porous medium is studied. Starting from the 
problem as formulated in [S] by Brezis et al., and in a more general setting 
by Alt in [3] we are looking for a pair (p, g), where p is the pressure of the 
fluid and g a “characteristic” function of the wet set, which is the solution of 
a nonlinear problem: the problem (P). This problem is introduced in 
Section 1. 
Our main result is the proof of the uniqueness of (p, g) if one sets aside a 
certain class of disturbing functions which is completely determined. This 
answers a question stated in [8]. It may happen that the shape of the dam 
where we state this problem guarantees the uniqueness of the solution. This 
was known in the case of the rectangular dam first studied by Baiocchi, who 
gives it an elegant formulation (see [4, 71). In Section 6 we extend this result 
to a greater range of domains noting, however (see remark 7.3), that the 
uniqueness is not true in all cases. 
Moreover we also give a new proof of the fact that g is a characteristic 
function (see [ 1,3]) and that the free boundary of the wet set of the dam is 
of Lebesgue measure zero. Finally in Section 7 we give some results about 
the monotonicity of the free boundary which generalise those of [4] and [9] 
(see also [lo] for this subject). 
Since these results are given in R*, in the last section we briefly indicate 
for some of them how to extend our proofs in Rp. 
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1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
1.1. Notations 
Let a be a bounded, connected open set of R2 with a Lipschitz boundary 
S. (0 is the section of a porous medium.) We denote by S, a closed subset 
of S-the impervious part of the dam-and by S, a nonempty open set in 
the complement of S, in S which represents the bottom of the different 
reservoirs of fluid. The remainder of S-i.e., the part in contact with the 
air-is denoted by S, (see Fig. 1). In the case of several reservoirs we shall 
also denote by S,,, , S,,, ,..., S,,, the different connected components of S, 
(for instance on Fig. 1, S, = S3,i US,,,). 
Let rr, be the usual projection of R2 on the x-axis. Denoting with a bar the 
closure in R2 for x E 7r,(fi) we set 
S-(X)=SuP{yI(x,y)ES*}, S+(x)=Inf(yItx,y)~S,US,}. (1) 
We shall assume all along that 
S- is continuous except on a finite Y- of rr,(fi), 
S + is continuous except on a finite set Y + of rr,(ti), 
Q = ((4 Y) I XE %.(a S-(x) < Y < S’(x)}, 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
in other words we shall assume that S, and S,U S, are defined by two 
continuous functions except for a finite number of points where vertical wails 
can occur. 
Then, the fluid flowing through R, the problem is to find its pressure 
p = p(x, y) and A the wet set of R. 
1.2. Strong Formulation 
The boundary of A is divided in four parts (see Fig. 1). First r, the 
FIGURE 1 
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impervious part, then r, the free boundary of A, r, = S, the part covered by 
the fluid and finally r, the “wet” part of the dam in contact with the air. 
Among these pieces of boundary, only I-, is perfectly known and is a datum 
of the problem. 
Experimentally, the velocity of the fluid-which we assume for instance to 
be water with a specific weight equal to l-is given in A by Darcy’s law 
v = -kV(p + y); 
k being here the coefficient of permeability and V the operator (a/%x, a/@). 
If the medium is assumed to be homogeneous, then k is a constant which 
we shall choose strictly positive and in such a case, the incompressibility of 
the fluid leads to 
div v = 0 inside A ; 
hence also 
Ap=O inside A. (5) 
In the following we shall assume the atmospheric pressure is 0, and we 
shall neglect capillarity and evaporation effects. Then if we denote by hi 
(i = l,..., n) the level of the water in the reservoirs with bottom S,,i the 
pressure of air and water on S, U S, is given by the Lipschitz function 
(P(X? Y> = 0 on S, 
=hi-y on S,,i Vi = l,..., n. 
(6) 
And thus p must fulfil the following Dirichlet boundary conditions 
p=O on r,ur,, p=rp on r3. (7) 
Moreover, the fact that no water can go through r, and Tz leads to 
conditions of Neuman type, that is to, say, 
v-v=-kV(p+y).v=O on rlur,, 
where v = (vX, v,,) denotes the unit outward normal to A, which also gives 
(WV)(P + Y) = 0 on r,ur,. (f-9 
Finally, we can express the fluid flow through r, by v . v > 0 on r, and 
also, k being strictly positive, by 
(WV)(P + Y) < 0 on r,. (9) 
The problem is now to find (p, A) which fulfils (5), (7), (8), and (9). 
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1.3. Weak Formulation 
We will use here the ideas of Brezis et al. [8] (compare with [3]). Assume 
that we have found a pair (p, A) solution of (5), (7), (8), and (9) with p and 
the boundary of A smooth enough. Then applying the Green formula we 
have for { in C’(6): 
j 
A 
tvp.v5+ty)=j -~~.t+j~~$(~+.+~ 
A 
(this from (5) and (8)). 
(We have denoted above by C’(a) the space of functions for which the 
derivatives of order less than 1 are continuous up to %2, by &, the derivative 
in the y-direction and here as in the following we have omitted the measures 
in the integrals). 
If we choose now < = 0 on r, and < > 0 on S, (4 > 0 on r., would be 
enough but r, is unknown!) we obtain from (9) 
I (vP~vr+r,)<O V<EC’(fi), {=OonS,, r>OonS,. A 
But p being equal to 0 outside A we can rewrite this inequality as 
J (VP~V~+X(A)~~,)<O VtEC’(D), {=OonS,, <>OonS,, R 
where here and in the sequel x( ) stands for the characteristic function of the 
set in brackets. But since p > 0 on r2 U r3 U r, and ap/& = -v, > 0 on r, 
(see (2), (3), and (4)) by the maximum principle we have p > 0 inside A and 
to look for a pair (p, A) or equivalently (p, x(A)) leads to considering the 
weaker problem: 
Find a pair (p, g) E H’(0) X Lm(R) such that 
(i) p>Oa.e.inR,p=cponS,US,, 
(ii) 0 < g < 1 a.e. in R, g = 1 a.e. on [p > 01, 
(PI 
(iii) jR(Vp.V~+g.~~)~OV5EH’(~),r=OonS,,r)00nS,. 
Here H’(Q) denotes the usual Sobolev space and [p > 0] the set of 
(x, y) E L! such that p(x, y) > 0. In the following we will not recall the 
meaning of such sets [ ] when the meaning is clear. 
From now on we restrict our attention to problem (P). The existence of a 
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solution is given in [S] but for convenience for the reader we shall give the 
proof below. 
Remark 1.1. For other formulations one can see [3-6, 131 and also for 
complete references [ 6, 71. 
2. EXISTENCE OF A SOLUTION 
The assumptions being those of the previous section, for cp a positive 
lipschitz continuous function on S, U S, we consider the penalized problem: 
Find pe E H’(a) such that p, = (p on S, U S, and 
(PC> 
s Vp,.Vr+H,(p,).r,=OVrEH,(a), r=OonS,US,, R 
where H, is the function deftned by 
H,(x) = 0 if x<O 
X 
=- if O<x<c 
E 
= 1 if x>s. 
Then we have first 
THEOREM 2.1 [8]. There exists a solution pE of (P,). 
Proof: We consider F, the mapping which for v E L’(B) associates 
u, = FE(v) the solution of the problem: 
! Vu, . VY + He(v)& = 0 VtEH’(Q), r=OonS,US,, 0 
u, = rp on S,US,. 
If we still denote by v, a function in H’(Q) which agrees with rp on 
S, U S, and if we set r = a, - (p in the above equation we easily obtain HJv) 
being bounded by 1, 
i I V(u, - (PI2 < C(cp>, n 
where C(p) is a constant which depends on (D only. It follows that u, is 
bounded in H’(0). But H’(Q) being compactly imbedded in L*(Q) the 
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complete continuity of 10, is clear. Moreover, according to Poincare’s 
inequality we have 
and so for R large enough F, maps the ball of L’(0) with center in 0 and 
radius R in itself and the existence ofp, results then from the Schauder fixed 
point theorem. 
Moreover we have 
THEOREM 2.2. The solution pE of (P,) is unique, p,> 0 a.e. in l2 and the 
mapping rp + pE is non-decreasing (namely, if p,, p2 are two Lipschitz 
continuous functions on S, v S3, if a)* > q,, then the corresponding solutions 
pi, pz of (PC) satisfy pi > pi a.e. in Q). 
ProoJ If pi, pi are solutions of (P,) corresponding to o, and oz, respec- 
tively, we set qE = pi - pz and we consider the test function {= fs(q,), where 
fs is defined with the usual notation for the positive part of a function by 
f&) = (1 - 6/x)+ if x20 
=o if x ,< 0. 
Since fs is Lipschitz continuous, r is in H’(R) (see, for instance [ 11, 
p. 1451) and is equal to 0 on S, U S,. Moreover after an easy computation 
we have 
(10) 
From the equalities satisfied by pi, pi we then deduce 
i v9, - vt= R I 
* (HAP:) -HAP% 
NY (10)) j,, 
E 
>sl 6 * y=i,, 
E E 
>sl 6 * (H,(pZ) - H,(pi)) @$, 
6 
Hence H, being Lipschitz continuous it follows 
! Iy2 <’ . 1 l(9E)YI kE>Sl 4E E Icl&>Sl 1911 
and by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality with ]R] denoting the measure of R 
(, IVlog (1+ (q&;J)+) I’=iqE>*l~<!$ 
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Applying now the Poincart inequality we obtain 
J ( . log 1+ (qa;8)+)z & R & 
with K independent of 6. But when 6 goes to zero we obtain from the above 
equality qE < 0 a.e. in 52. Now applying this inequality for Q = ~0, = (pz and 
pi, pz two solutions of (P,) the uniqueness of pE follows. The monotonicity of 
the mapping v, --) ps is obviously clear and thus for v, > 0 we have pE > 0 a.e. 
in ~2 (since 0 is the solution of (P,) corresponding to v, = 0) and the proof is 
complete. 
We are now able to prove: 
THEOREM 2.3. The assumptions being those of Section 1, there exists a 
pair (p, g) solution of (P). 
Proof: From the proof of Theorem 2.1, pE being a particular uE, we 
deduce that pE is bounded in H’(Q) independently of E and so we can extract 
a subsequence of E still denoted by E such that 
PC+P in H’(a), 
PE+P in L*(Q), 
HdPE) - g in Loo(Q) weak*. 
Moreover if in (P,) we choose I$ E g(Q)-the usual space of functions of 
class C” with compact support in R-we obtain 
AP, = -H:(P,) + (P,), E L’(Q) 
and then by an extended Green formula (see, for instance [7]) we easily have 
j VP~.V~+H~(P,)~,=~~,~.~~O VrEH’(0),r=OonS,, 
R 
<>OonS,. 
(Indeed, note that pE > 0 and pe = 0 on S, imply ap,Jav Q 0.) 
Letting E -+ 0, (iii) results. 
On the other hand, the convex sets 
K={vEH’(fl)Iv>Oa.e.inQ,v=y,onS,US,}, 
K’ = (u E Lw(f2) IO < u < 1 a.e. in 0) 
being respectively weakly closed in H’(0) and *-weakly closed in La(a) we 
have (p, g) E K X K’ which gives (i) and the first part of (ii). 
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At last on the set [p > 0] we have almost everywhere (after extraction of 
a subsequence) H,(p,) + 1 and so by the Lebesgue theorem H,(p,) + 1 in 
L*([p > 01) and also in L’([p > O]) weak* and by uniqueness of the limit 
g = 1 a.e. on [ p > 01. So the proof is complete. 
We are now concerned with the uniqueness of the solutions of (P). 
3. SOME PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
In this section the assumptions are the same as above in Section 1. First 
we have: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (p, g) be a pair solution of (P) then we have in the 
distributional sense 
(i) Ap + g,, = 0 in a, 
(ii) Ap > 0 in R, 
(iii) gY < 0 in 0 and so g is a nonincreasing function of y in 0. 
ProoJ For (i) it is enough to choose r E 9(D) in (P). For (ii) we use an 
elegant echnique of [ 11. We choose [ E PZ(Sa), C > 0 and for E > 0 we look 
for 
r = min( p, EC). 
As cp>O on S,US, we have <=O on S,US, and so <and -{being 
both test functions for (P) we obtain 
j 
0 
VP - V min(p, EC) + j. g - [min(p, 4)ly = 0. 
Since g = 1 a.e. on [p > 0] and [min(p, &<)I,, = 0 a.e. on [p = 0] (for a 
function u E H’(a), Vu = 0 a.e. on [u = 01) we deduce 
0 = I, VP - V min(p, 4) + I, [min(p, EC)]~ 
= 
I 
Vp . V min(p, s<) (since min(p, EC) = 0 on S) 
0 
=& 1 VP* vc+ i IVP12 IP>4 [P<Gl 
242 
and so we have 
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J X(lP>~~])VP~V~~O. 0 
Now, according to the fact that x( [ p > EC]) + x( [ p > 01) a.e. when E -+ 0 
and by applying the Lebesgue theorem and letting E + 0 in the above 
inequality, we obtain 
which is nothing other than (ii). (Note that in the above equality we have 
used the fact that Vp = 0 a.e. on [p = 01.) From (i), (iii) is then obvious (see 
[ 121 and note that by (2), (3), (4) p o en “vertical strips” in s1 are connected). 
We now have: 
THEOREM 3.2. For all (p, g) solution of (P), p is continuous on all R 
and on S, U S,, thus the set [p > 0] is open. 
Proof. By localisation near S, U S, this follows easily from (i) of 
Theorem 3.1 and from usual regularity results (see, for instance [ 11, 
p. 1961). 
Note that by (i), p belongs to the Sobolev space FVb&(fi) (see 181) for all 
s > 1 and that this result is quite optimal-i.e., we do not have p E FV’*m(f2) 
(see [4]). Moreover, in the open set [p > 01, also by (i) of the Theorem 3.1 
we have Ap = 0 and so p is analytic. This will be used later on. 
In the three following statements we try to know a bit more about the set 
[p > 01. First: 
THEOREM 3.3. Let (p, g) be a solution of(P). If (x0, y,) E [p > 0] then 
there exists E > 0 such that the cylinder 
lies in [p > 01. 
Proof: If (x0, y,) E [p > 0] and since, by the previous theorem, this set 
is open, for E small enough the square 
Q,= i(x,~)EQIIx-xol <GIY-Y~I <&I 
is also contained in [p > 01. Thus we have g = 1 on Q, and by monotonicity 
of g, g is also equal to 1 on C,. But from point (i) of Theorem 3.1 we now 
obtain Ap = 0 on C, and if p takes the value 0 on C, by the maximum prin- 
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ciple p is equal to 0 on the whole C, and thus on Q,, which contradicts 
Q, c [p > 01. (Note that we use here the fact that by (4) the cylinder C, is 
connected.) 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let (p, g) be a solution of (P) if p(xO, y,) = 0 then 
p(x,,y)=OV(x,,y)ERsuchthaty>y,. 
Prooj Otherwise we would have p(xO, y) > 0 for some y > y, and, from 
Theorem 3.3, a contradiction. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let (p, g) be a solution of(P), then we have 
P(XT Y) > 0 ‘d(x, Y) E 0, x E &(S,), 
i.e., below S, p is strictly positive. 
Proof: If (x, y) E S, we have p(x, y) = hi - y > 0; hence by 
Theorem 3.2, p > 0 in a neighborhood of (x, y) and the result follows from 
Theorem 3.3. 
At this stage let us note that if to each (p, g) solution of (P) we associate 
nplicity we do not express here the dependence on p) the function @ (for sin 
defined on 7c,(fi) by 
@(xl = SUP { Y I(X,Y)E [P>OlI if this set is not empty 
= S-(x) otherwise (11) 
we have 
PROPOSITION 3.6. For all (p, g) solution of (P) the function @ is lower 
semicontinuous (1.s.c.) on n,(fi) except perhaps on 9- (see (2))-so @ is 
measurable. Moreover 
b > 01 = {(x9 Y) E a I Y < Q(x)} = [y < @p(x)]. (12) 
ProoJ Indeed the 1.s.c. of @ is clear by (2) on the points which are not 
in 9 - and where @J(X) = S-(x). So let x0 be a point of rrX(J2) for which 
@(xcJ > s - (xll) and for E > 0 let y, be such that @(x,,) > y, > @(x0) - E 
with (x0, y,) E a. By definition of @ and Corollary 3.4 we have of course 
p(xO, y,) > 0 an so p(x, y) > 0 in a ball B, of center (x,, , yO) and radius 01 
which means thanks to Theorem 3.3 that for x E lx, - a, x,, + a[ we have 
a(x) > y0 > @(x0) - E and the result follows; (12) being easy to check. 
Now we have what will be a useful tool later on. 
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THEOREM 3.7. Let (p, g) be a solution of(P), and x,,, x1 two points such 
that lx,, , x, [ c n,(S,). If h is real, let us denote by Z, the set defined by 
Z,=Qn]x,,x,[x]h,+co[. 
If in G we have 
Phl9Y)=o Vy>h and p(x,,y)=O Vy> h (13) 
(where we u_nderstand that our assumptions are fulfilled tf one or both (xi, h) 
belongs to S,) then 
j g*P,+g’<j Py+g<O. 
Zh =h 
To prove this we shall need the following lemma. 
(14) 
LEMMA 3.8. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.7 let [ be a positive 
function in H’(Z,) n C(z,,) which vanishes on [y = h] then we have 
jzh VP - VY + NP > WC, < j, x , G-G @(XI) dx. 0. I 
Here, as in the following, C( ) denotes the space of continuous functions 
on the set between the brackets. Note also that in the above inequality the 
second integral makes sense because of Theorem 3.6. 
Proof of the lemma. For E > 0 and by (13) and the assumptions on c the 
function l defined by 
t = x(ZJ . min(p, &I 
is a test function for (P) and so we have 
I =hnfP<&iI IVPI~+E~~~~~,~~~VP.VT+~ s+inWCNyO. h =h 
The first integral being nonnegative, after dividing by E and since 
[min(p, 4)ly = 0 a.e. on [p = 0] this lead to 
j zhx([P > 41) VP * VY+x(]p > 01) 
0 zhx(]P > 4) VP * vc + XUP > wry I 
G zhx([P>w I ( min (:,C)), c- 
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and also 
j-Z X(IP>ESl)~~‘~I+X([P>OI)I,S~~~~~~~>01)(i-~)+ (15) 
h Y 
with, by (12) and Fubini’s theorem, the last integral equal to 
(16) 
where by simplicity we have still called h the maximum of h and S-(x). But 
now using absolute continuity in y of (c - P/E)+ (see [ 12, p. 571) for almost 
all x in lx,, , x1 [ such that Q(x) > h and for 6 small enough we have 
I [h+G,cp(x)--Sl ( 1 6 - $ + (x9 Y) a < (i - fj + (x9 Q(x) - 4 < C(x, @(x> - 4. Y 
Hence letting 6 + 0, by continuity of C we have, for almost all x in 
lXO~-%L 
and the lemma follows by (15), (16), letting E --f 0 in (15) as in Theorem 3.1. 
Proof of Theorem 3.7. Note first that an inequality is obvious. Indeed we 
have g . py = py a.e. (since a.e., g = 1 on [p > 0] and p,, = 0 on [p = 01) and 
moreover g2 < g a.e. since 0 < g < 1 a.e. and so the first inequality is clear. 
For the other, E being small enough we denote by a, a smooth function of x 
only, which lies between 0 and 1, and takes the value 1 on [x,, + E, x, - E] 
and vanishes outside lx,, , x, [. So we have 
j- py+g=j VP-VO--h)+ g. O-4, 
zh Zh 
= J VP e v[a,b - h)l + g[a,(y - 41, 
=h 
+ I zh VP . V[(l - UY - h)l + d(l - ICY - h)l,. 
Clearly xtZh)[a,ty - h)l is a test function for (P) and the first integral 
above is negative, moreover applying Lemma 3.8 to the second one, we 
obtain 
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jz Py + s< 1. (1 - a,) ’ (Q(x) - h) dx 
h ~lXo,~,l 
Jr 1 ;, (1 - 4 * (g -X([P > 01)). 
Letting then E + 0 the result follows by Lebesgue’s theorem. 
About the set [p = 0] we then have: 
THEOREM 3.9. Let (p, g) be a solution of (P). Let us denote by (x0, y,) 
a point in Q and by B, an open ball of center (x,, y,) and radius r contained 
in 8. If p = 0 in B, then 
p=g=O a.e.inD=((x,y)ER/y>y,,Ix-xx,l<r}UB,.. 
Proof. First it is clear from Corollary 3.4 that p = 0 in D, but applying 
Theorem 3.7 with domains of the type Z, included in D we obtain 
and so g = 0 in such a domain; hence also clearly in D. 
THEOREM 3.10. Let (p, g) be a solution of (P), (x0, y,,) E R and B, an 
open bail of center (x0, yO) and radius r contained in ~2 then we cannot have 
the following occurences: 
(9 
P(x,,Y)=~ V@,,Y)EB,, 
Pb Y) > 0 Vtx,y)EB,, x+x,, 
(ii) P(X, Y) = 0 V(x, Y> E B, n [x < x01 (Rev. B, n [x > x0]), 
Ph Y) > 0 V(x, y) E B,n [x > x0] (Resp. B,n [x < x,]). 
Remember that here as in the following for similar sets, [x < x0] denotes 
the set of points (x, y) E 0 such that x < x,. 
Proof: First for (i). Let c E C@(B,.). It is a test function for (P) and since 
-c is also a test function we have 
I vp.vr+g.&=o. B, 
But under assumptions (i), g = 1 a.e. on B, and so we have 
(17) 
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Hence 
j 
vp * vy=o Ve E GQB,) e Ap = 0 in B,. 
B, 
But (i) is now in contradiction with the maximum principle. 
For (ii) we still pick r E g(B,), but now from Theorem 3.9 we have 
(v,, denotes the component in y of the outer unit normal v to a(B,n 
b > x01>). 
Hence from (17) we obtain as above 
Ap=O in B, 
which puts (ii) in contradiction with the maximum principle. 
4. S&ONNECTED SOLUTION 
DEFINITION 4.1. We shall say that a solution (p, g) of (P) is a S,- 
connected solution if for all connected component C of [p > O] we have 
G(C) n or, f 0. 
Remark 4.2. From a physical point of view, only the S,-connected 
solutions seem relevant. Indeed for another solution we would have at least a 
connected component C of [p > 0] such that q(C) n n,(S,) = 0. But if we 
denote by lx,,, X, [ the interval q(C) we would also have (see Theorem 3.3) 
p(x, yj = 0 for all points (xi, JJ) in 0 (i = 0, 1) and C would be wet without 
an outside supply of water and so would be a “pool” inside R. 
Remark 4.3. It is easy to see from Theorem 3.5, that if C is a connected 
component of [p > O] such that x,(C) n n,(S,+) # 0 for some i, then C 
contains the strip of 0 below S,,i and S,,i on its boundary (note that the 
strip below S,,i may be empty at the end of the dam if S,,i is vertical). 
A main point is now: 
THEOREM 4.4. Let (p, g) be a solution of (P) and C be a connected 
component of [p > 0] such that r,(C)n K,(S~) = 0. Zf we set h = 
Sup{ y ( (x, y) E C} then we have 
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c=i(x,Y)~QIxE~,(C), Y<h}, 
PkY)=(h-Y)+ V(x, y) E R such that x E 7&(C), 
g = x(C) V(x, y) E D such that x E 7&(C), 
where, as above and in the following, ( )’ stands for the positive part of the 
functions. 
Proof. By assumption we have n,(C) c n,(S,). Let us define by Z the 
“strip” 
z = {(x, Y) E Q lx E n,(C)}. 
Then fx(Z)p are text functions for (P) (see Remark 4.2) and we have 
1 IVP12 + g* P.“=O* z 
But, on the other hand, applying Theorem 3.7 to Z (one can remark that Z 
is a set of the type Z, with, for instance, h = Inf{ y ) (x, y) E Z}) we have 
I g * Py + g2 < 0. Z 
Consequently if we add both, 
I P: + (P, + g)’ < 0; Z 
hence px = 0 and g = -p,, in Z. 
But on [p > 0] we have g = 1 whereas on p = 0, since g = -p,,, we have 
g = 0 a.e.; hence g =x(C) in Z. Moreover since Vp = (0, -1) we have in C, 
p = k - y, but now necessarily k = h and the proof is complete. 
This leads to the following definition: 
DEFINITION 4.5. We call a pool in 0 a pair (P, G) of two functions 
which both vanish in Q except on a strip B(x,, x,) = 52 n 1x0, x,[ x F?, 
where we have 
P(x,y)=(h-y)+, % Y) =x([Y < hl) 
for some real h such that h < min[S-(x,), S-(x,)] (see (2)) and [y < h] f’~ 
B(x,, , xi) be connected. 
Remark 4.6. Thanks to this definition Theorem 4.4 becomes: for all 
(p, g) solution of (P) and all connected components C of [ p > 0] such that 
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r,(c) n M,) = a (P, 8) is a pool (i.e., agrees with a pool) on the strip 
Q n z,(C) x R (indeed if z,(C) = 1x0, x, [ we have necessarily h < 
min[s-(x0), S-(x,)]). 
Thus we have: 
THEOREM 4.1. All (p, g) solution of (P) can be written as the sum of a 
S,-connected solution (p’, g’) and pools. 
ProojI If (Ci)is, denotes the different connected components of [p > 0] 
satisfying n,(C,) n n,(S,) = 0 set 
(P’3 g’> = (Pv g) - C oICci)P~ Xtci)>. 
iel 
Then (p’, g’) is a S,-connected solution of (P) since all connected 
components of [p’ > 0] are connected components of [p > 0] of which the 
closure of the projection intersects n,(s,), and since we have by Theorem 4.4 
J, V(P - P’) ’ vt + (g - my =J”,c, -r, + r, = 0 
I I 
the result follows clearly from this theorem. 
So from now on we restrict our attention to S,-connected solutions. 
Moreover we shall assume the numbering of the reservoirs of bottom S,,i 
(i = l,..., n) to be chosen such that 
h,<h,-,<...<h,. (18) 
Then the first natural result-which simply means that water cannot exeed 
the highest level of the reservoirs-for S,-connected solution is: 
THEOREM 4.8. Let (p, g) be a S,-connected solution of(P). One has 
(i) p: g=O in [y> h,], 
(ii) 0 < p < (h, - y)’ in R. 
Proof. Set c = (p - (h, - y)‘)‘. Since { vanishes on S, U S,, { is a test 
function for (P) and so we have 
I Vp.V(p-(h,-y)+)++g.(p-(h,-y)+):SO 0 
4 Vp.V(p-(h,-y)+)++g.(p-(h,-y)+),t 
+’ 1 IVP12+g~Py<0. ly>hll 
505/45/2-R 
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But on [y<h,] we have a.e. g.(p-(h,-y)f)J=-(h,-y)~(p- 
(hi - y)‘): . Indeed it is clear on [p > 0] and on [p = 0] the function 
(p - (hi - y) ‘),’ vanishes. Thus since also -(hi - y): = 0 we obtain 
IV(P-(h,-Y)+)+12+!;y>h ,Iw’+) g.Py<O. (19) 
Iy<h,l I [y>h,l 
Since [y > hi] is the union of sets 2, from Theorem 3.7 we now have 
J g. Py + g* < 0. [y>h,l 
By adding to the above inequality we obtain 
I IY<h,l IP(P-(h,-Y)+n2+J~y>hIP:+(PY+d20. I 
Hence p,=O, pY=-g in [y>h,] and thus Vp=(O,-1) on the set 
[p > 0] n [y > hi]. But this set is empty. Indeed otherwise, let us denote by 
(x,, y,) a point in this set and C the connected component of this point in 
[p>O]n[y>h,].SinceVp=(O,-l)inC,onehasp=k-yinC,where 
k is a constant satisfying k > y, > h,. But by analytic continuation 
p = k - y in the whole connected component C’ of [p > 0] which contains 
(x,, y,,) and since k > h, we have’ rr,(C’) n rr,(S& = 0 and a contradiction 
with the S,-connectedness except if [p > 0] n [y > hi] is empty. We have 
thus p = 0 on [y > hi] and since g = pY on this set (i) is proved. To prove 
(ii), it is enough to see that (19) now becomes 
1 IV(P-((h,-y)‘)+/2<0 a 
and the proof is complete. 
Now we have: 
THEOREM 4.9. Let (p, g) be a S,-connected solution of (P). Denote by 
h ,,+ , a real such that S- > h,, , then for k = l,..., n and for all h satisfying 
h k+, <h <h, the set 
‘h= ((x,Y)ERIp(x,y)>(h-y)+} 
has no more than k connected components. More precisely iffor i = l,..., k we 
denote by Ch*i the connected component of P, whose closure in lR2 satisfies 
~h,i 3 S3,i one has 
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(We shall note that some of the C,,i can be the same and that by the 
previous theorem P, is empty for h > h, .) 
Proof: Set C;,=LI-U:=, C,,i. Then (see the theorem in the Appendix) 
is a function in H’(R) which vanishes on S, U S, (note that in the above 
sum we assume that the different C,,i are taken into account only once) and 
so we have from (P) 
-1 c;nbal 
Vp.W-(h-y)+)+ +g.(p-(h-y)+): 
+ I cDy>hl IVP12+g~Py<0. 
But on [y<h] we have a.e. g. (p-(h-y)+); --(h- y),‘. (p- 
(h - y)‘),’ and thus 
I cinrY<hl lV(P-(h-y)+)+12+jcnly>~llVP12+g~py~0. ; 
Clearly in the second integral we only have to perform integration on 
connected components of [p > 0] n [ y > h] which do not intersect he C,,i. 
So such a component C is contained in the set Z = 0 n q.(C) x ]h, +a~ [, 
which is of the type of Z, in Theorem 3.7 and we obtain 
I c;ntY>hl g*p,+g20 
and by adding to the above inequality 
I c;nbchi IVP - (h - Y)‘)’ I2 + I, i nIy>hl P: + (P, + g)2 < 0. (20) 
Hence 
Px = 0, Py=-g a.e. on CA n [y > h]. (21) 
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But on this set we have also p = 0 a.e. Indeed if there was a point 
(x0, Y,) E cl, n [Y > hl such that p(xO, y,) > 0 we would have p > 0 in a 
small ball centered on (x,, yO), contained in [ y > h] and which does not 
intersect the C,,i (if this ball intersected a C,,i we would have a 
contradiction with (x,, yO) E C;,j). By (21) this leads in this ball to Vp = 
(0, -1) and so p = k - y with k > y,, > h. Now by analytic continuation we 
also have p = k - y in the whole connected component of (x0, y,) in 
[p > 01. But since k > h and this connected component does not intersect he 
C,,i we have a contradiction with (p, g) S,-connected. From (20) we then 
deduce 
I lV(P-(h-Yy)+)+12<0. CA 
So p < (h - y)’ on CA which proves that 
and concludes the proof. 
As a consequence we have 
THEOREM 4.10. Let (p, g) be a S,-connected solution of(P). Let (x,, h) 
and (x2, h) be two points of Q such that the segment [x1, x2] x {h} does not 
intersect S, then, if both belong to the same connected component Ch,i of Ph) 
one has 
PC% Y) > 0 V(x, y) E 0 n [x1,4 x l--03, h[. 
ProoJ: Indeed, assume that p(xO, y,) = 0 for some (x,, , y,) E R n 
[x1, x2] x ]-a, h[. Since C,,, is a connected open set in R2 we can find an 
arc r in Ch,i, for instance, smooth and without double point, binding (x, , h) 
to (x2, h). Let us note that since p(x,, y) = 0 for all y > y, and since on Ch,i 
we have p > 0, r intersects the straight line x = x,, on a point below (x,, y,). 
Moreover by Theorem 3.3 it is easy to see that without loss of generality we 
can suppose Tc C,,, n [y Q h]. Let us then denote by w,, the connected 
component of (x0, y,) in the complement in R * of I’U [x1, x2] x (h }. 
Clearly w,, c [y < h]. Now (p - (h - y))- vanishes in a neighborhood of r 
(by definition of Ph), on [ y = h] and on the S,,, which are intersected by 
[x,, x2] x {h} since by our assumption for such an i we would have hi > h. 
Thus the function 
t = -X(Q) - (P - (h - Y))- 
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is a test function for (P) and so we have 
i ww~P-(~-YN-l+g~ HP-(h-Y)rl,<O 00 
-1 %nlP>ol VP*V[-(P-@-Y))-l+g. HP-vkwl, 
+ I g<o. %ntP=o] 
But since g > 0 and (0, g) = V(-(h - y)) on w. n [p > 0] this leads to 
I Vp-((h--).V[-(p-((h--))-l womP>ol 
= 
I 
IV(P-(h-Y))-12<0 
0o[p>oi 
and thus (p - (h - y))- is constant on all connected components of 
o. n [p > 01. Let C be the one whose boundary in lR2 contains points of r. 
Since (p - (h - y))- = 0 on r we have p > (h - y) on C but clearly C is 
equal to oo. Indeed otherwise C would have a boundary point in w. and at 
this point we would have p = 0 together with p > (h - y) > 0. But now if 
p> (h- v> in m. we have a contradiction with p(xo, yo) = 0 which 
concludes the proof. 
Consequently we can prove: 
THEOREM 4.11. Let (p, g) be a solution of (P). The function @ dej?ned 
by (11) is continuous except perhaps at the points of Y- UP+, where a 
right and a left limit exist. 
Proof: Thanks to Theorem 4.7 we can suppose without loss of generality 
that (p, g) is S,-connected. 
Step 1. If (x, y) denotes a point in R with y > Q(x) we prove then first 
that p vanishes in a neighborhood of (x, y). Indeed, if not, and if we denote 
by B, a ball included in Q, centered at (x, y) and of radius E < y - a(x), two 
cases could occur: 
(i) For all ball B,, centered at (x, y) and of radius E’ < E there exist 
two points @, y) and (f, p) in B,, such that 
x < x, P(&, y) > 0 and x < 2, p(f, y) > 0. 
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(ii) For E’ small enough less than E one has 
pcx,y)=O VCx,y)E&, x<x. 
(Respectively: P(f, J) = 0 V(.f, 7) E B,,, X> x) and for all E” < E’ there 
exists a point (Z, 7) E B,,, (a ball centered at (x, y)) such that 
f > x, p(X, jq > 0. 
(Respectively: Q, y) E B,,, such that x < x, p(x, y) > 0.) 
Let us consider, for instance, case (i). We thus can find two sequences (see 
Fig. 2) (x,, 2,) and (f,, jj,J belonging to B, such that 
&?I<-% Pcx,~y”)>O~cx;,~y,)~(x~Y) as n-++co, 
fn > x, p(X,, Yn,) > 0, (fn, 7J-t (4 Y) as n-, +a. 
Moreover we can suppose 3, increasing and X, decreasing. Let us then 
consider the sequence (x,, y - E). (If we choose E small enough, one can 
assume without loss of generality that this sequence as well as the straight 
segment [r,, x] x {y - E] are in Q.) From Theorem 3.3 we then deduce 
p@,, y - E) > 0 for all n. Moreover (see Theorem 4.9) the set P,-, has only 
a finite number of connected components, say, for instance, 
Thus (jz,, y - E) belongs to such a component. Assume, for instance, 
(x,, y - E) E C,, if now the whole (x,, y - E) is in C, by Theorem 4.10 we 
have p(x, y) > 0 for all (x, y) in Q such that x E [x,, x[, y < y - E, if now it 
is not the case there exists apoint (s,,, y - E) which is noi in C, and belongs 
to C,, for instance. If for n > n2 the whole (x,, y - E) is in C, or C, then we 
have p&, y) > 0 for all (s, 2) in B such that x E [x,,, x[, 2 < y - E but if we 
repeat this operation and since we have only a finite number of Ci it is clear 
this leads for some integer nP to 
Pcx9 y) > 0 V(&, y) E Q such that 8 E [+ x[, y < y - E. _ 
But clearly the same aplies also to the right of x and thus (remark, by 
(X.Y) 
(X”‘Ytl)- . . is. ... 
@ 
: 
. 
f ‘$- in) I I 
(&“,Y--) (i(,,y-4 
‘ww 
FIGURE 2 
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FIGURE 3 
Corollary 3.4, that p(x, y’) = 0 for y’ E [G(x), y - E]) we are in case (i) of 
Theorem 3.10, which, of course, cannot occur. (In case (ii) we obviously 
would have case (ii) of Theorem 3.10.) So we have p(x, v) = 0 in a 
neighborhood of (x, JJ). 
Step 2. Thanks to Theorem 3.6, to prove that @ is continuous except 
perhaps on the set 9- u -ip’, it is enough to see that @ is upper semicon- 
tinuous (u.s.c.) except perhaps on Y + . So it is clear. Indeed assume that 
x @ 9 +. If Q(x) = S+(x) then @ is U.S.C. at x since St is U.S.C. at x and 
@ < S+. If now a(x) < S’(x), from the previous step and for all E > 0 small 
enough, we have p = 0 in a neighborhood of (x, Q(x) + E) but this clearly 
implies that @ is less than Q(x) + E in a neighborhood of x and so is U.S.C. 
at x. 
step 3. Now, we only have to prove that @ admits a left and a right 
limit at the points of 9- U 9+. We give the proof for the left limit, the 
result on the other side following in the same way. So, x_~ being a point in 
.Y- U Y+ different from the left end of the interval n,(n), let us assume 
and choose a sequence x, < x0 such that @($,) + L when n goes to infinity 
(see Fig. 3). For 0 < E < L - I and considering the sequence &,, L - E) (in 
the same way as above in Step 1 for the sequence @,,, y - E)) for some N 
large enough, we have 
P(x’, y’) > 0 V(x’, y’) E 0 such that x’ E [xN, x[, y’ < L - E. 
But this clearly implies @(x’) > L -E > I for all x’ E [+ x[, which 
cannot agree with the lower limit equal to 1. This concludes the proof. 
We also have (compare with [ 1,3]) 
THEOREM 4.12. For all (p, g) solution of (P) 
g=x([P > 01). (22) 
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Proof: This follows directly from the previous theorem (see Step 1). from 
Theorem 3.9, and since it is clear now that the set of (x, G(x)) is of 
measure 0. 
5. UNIQUENESS OF ~~~~~~~~~~~~ SOLUTION 
We shall prove in this section that there exists only one S,-connected 
solution of problem (P). So this result joined to Theorem 4.7 specifies the 
nature of all solutions of (P). Note moreover that the S,-connected solution 
is also the minimal solution of (P).’ 
So let (pr, g,) and (pz, gz) be two S,-connected solutions of (P). Let us 
denote by @, and az the function @ respectively associated with p, and pz 
by (11). Moreover set 
p. = min(p,, p2), go = mink,, g2), Q. = min(@, 9 @A -& = [PO > 01. 
First we need the following lemma which is the analogue of Lemma 3.8. 
LEMMA 5.1. Forall~EH’(~)~C(~),~~Owehavefori=1,2 
j ‘(Pi -PO) ’ ‘Y + (gi - go) ’ 6 <J. c(x9 @i(x)> dxT (23) 
0 Di 
where Di is the set defined by Di = {x E 7c,(f2) 1 Q,,(x) < Gi(x)}. 
Proof: First note that Q0 and (Pi being measurable, Di is also measurable 
and the second integral in (23) makes sense. Now, for E > 0, consider 
t = min(p, - po, 4). 
Clearly < = 0 on S, U S, and so kc is a test function for (P). So we have for 
j#i,j= 1,2 
I ‘(Pi - Pj) ’ vY + (gi - gj)ty = 0. R 
But in this integral it is enough to integrate on the set [pi - p0 > 01, where 
Pj’PQ9 so 
I ‘(Pi - PC!) ’ ‘Y + (gi - 8,) * cy = O 0 
’ One can easily see that this minimal solution agrees with that of Alt [ 11. 
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9 bj-PO<aI I ‘(pi - pO)l* + &ji,,_, >E1, ‘(pi - PO) ’ ‘C 1 0 
+ i R (42 - 8,) . [mW+ - po9 4)ly = 0. 
Hence, the first integral being positive, and after dividing by E 
1 ,p -p >E31 v(Pi - PO) * VC + I, (gi - 80) . [ min (F, C) ] < 0 i 0 Y 
-j b--Po>~ll 
v(Pi - PO) ’ ‘C + I, (gi - 80) ’ t;y 
<jR(gi-go)’ [i-min (vvi)]y. 
But the integral on the right side of this inequality can be written (since on 
[po>O]wehavepi>Oandthusgi=go=l) 
where 
l@O(x) G Y < @itx>l = {txV Y> E a I @OCx) < Y < @i(x)}. 
Now (it is just the same as at the end of Lemma 3.8) this clearly leads to 
J ‘(Pi- PO)*'C+j (gi-gO)Cy<,f 5(x9 @pi(x))dX IPi-PO>m R Di 
and the lemma follows by letting E + 0 since pi - p. > 0 and V(p, - po) = 0 
a.e. on the set [pi - p. = 0] (see the end of Theorem 3.1). 
Now we can prove: 
THEOREM 5.2. There is one and only one S,-connected solution of(P). 
Proof. The existence results clearly from Theorem 4.7. Now let B, be an 
open ball of radius r centered on S,,j (for some j) and such that n,(B,) c 
rrX(S3,J (see Fig. 4. If we are at a end of the dam and if S,,j is vertical, the 
proof below is easy to extend). Let r, be an open part of 8B, (the boundary 
of B,) outside a, and r. the ‘complement of r, in 8B,.. Moreover let us 
denote by u a smooth function such that 
Aa=OinB,, c7= 1 onr, O<a< lonr,. (24) 
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By Green’s formula we have for i = 1 or 2 
1 ;nn(Pi-po).g=j v(Pi-PP,)*vu+j (Pi-PO)‘da 0 RflB, RCTB, 
ZZ 
1 
v(Pi - PO) * Va- 
lll-lB, 
If we denote also by u the function (clearly in H’(a) n C(a)) which 
agrees with u in B, and is equal to 1 outside since gi = g, = 1 below S,,j this 
gives 
Now for E > 0 let aE be a smooth function in R * satisfying 0 < ap < 1, 
cz, = 1 on A,, a,(X) = 0 when d(X, A,) > E (for instance, (1 - d(X, A,,)/&) ’
would be suitable). By maximum principal from (24) we deduce that 
0 < u < 1. So (1 - a,) . u is a test function for (P) since it is a positive 
function which vanishes on A,. This leads to 
j 
Vpi’V[(l-U,)U]+gi’ [(l-aa,)u],<O. 
R 
Since (1 - a,)u = 0 on A, and also p. = 0 = g, outside A, 
s VP, + V[(l - +I f go . [U - a&l, = 0. R 
By substracting from the above inequality we obtain 
1 v(Pi - PO) ’ VU + (Si - 80) ’ ‘Y R 
G 
J 
. v(Pi - PO) * Wv) + (gi - 80) * (w>,. 
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But from (25) and the previous lemma this leads to 
1 
r 
0 
nR (Pi - PO) ’ g Q i,, (aca)(x, @itx)) dx* 
Now letting E + 0 by Lebesgue’s theorem and since a,(~, ei(x)) + 0 on Di 
we have 
By (24) and the maximum principle aa/& > 0 on r,. Thus the above 
inequality implies pi = p,, on r,, n 0 for i = 1 or 2 and consequently 
PI = Pz on r,nS2. 
But, if we denote by Cj the connected component of [pi > 0] which 
contains ~2 n B,, by analytic continuation we have p1 = p2 on C,! n Cj since 
clearly this set is connected (see (12)). This implies that Cj = C’j and the 
result follows since the above arguments are valid for all j = l,..., n. 
To finish this section let us now quote the following results which only 
mean that the pressure as well as the wet set increase with the heights of 
water in the different reservoirs. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let (p,, g,) and (p2, g2) be two S,-connected solutions 
of (P) associated respectively with q, and p2, two functions of type (6) 
(obviously in each case the parts S,, S, being previously dejked). Then if 
qz > 9, we have p2 > p, and g, > g, a.e. in R. 
Proof: From (22), obviously it is enough to prove that pz > pl. But if we 
denote by pi and pi the solutions of (P,) ( see Section 2) associated with p, 
and rp,, respectively, by Theorem 2.2 we have p: > pi. Now (see 
Theorem 2.3) we can find a sequence E, --f 0 such that pi, -+ pi in L’(O) and 
also a.e., p; being a solution of (P) corresponding to pi. Thus letting E, + 0 
in pi, > pB we obtain a.e. in 0, p; > pi > p, (since the S,-connected solution 
is also the minimal solution). But this clearly implies p,, > p, since on the 
connected components of [pl > 0] we have pi > 0 and so pi = pz since such 
a component is connected to S, in both cases i = 1, 2. 
6. SHAPE OF THE DAM AND UNIQUENESS 
First note that for some shapes of R the solution of (P) is necessarily S,- 
connected and so unique. It is clear for instance if S, is a monotone graph 
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since then no pool can appear. Already this gives uniqueness for a lot of 
dams and in particular for those with horizontal bottoms like the rectangular 
dam (see [4, 51). But in this section we want to try and study some cases 
slightly less obvious and see a little bit more how the water progresses inside 
the dam. 
6.1. Case of a Unique Reservoir 
We shall denote by x,, x2 the reals such that [x,, x2] = n,(,S,), h, will be 
the level of the unique reservoir. 
For x>x,, we shall denote by 0, (I as right of x2) the following 
occurence. 
There exists y > S-(x) such that (x, y) E G and the connected 
component of (x, y) in the set ]-co, x] x { y} - S, does not (0,) 
intersect S,. 
For x <x1 we shall denote by 0, the occurence: 
There exists y > S-(x) such that (x, y) E R and the connected 
component of (x, y) in the set [x, +co [ x { y} - S, does not (0,) 
intersect S,. 
We set then 
x, = sup{x > x2 1 Vx’ < x, x’ satisfies O,}, 
x, = inf{x < x, 1 Vx’ > x, x’ satisfies O,} 
(26) 
with the assumption that x, and x, 
two of the above sets are empty. 
quoted x, and x,.) 
Then we have first: 
are respectively equal to x, or x, if one or 
(See, for instance, Fig. 5, where we have 
h 
FIGURE 5 
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THEOREM 6.1. Let (p, g) be a solution of (P) then fir all x E lx,, xr [ 
there exists (x, y) E l2 such that p(x, y) > 0. In other words, the whole part 
of S, between x, and x, is wet. 
ProoJ: Since the S,-connected solution is also the minimal solution we 
can assume without loss of generality that (p, g) is S,-connected. Let us then 
denote by x0 the right end point of n,( [ p > 01) and assume that x0 < x,. By 
definition of x,, x,, satisfies 0, and there exists y, > S-(x0) such that 
(x0, y,) E a and the component C of (x0, yO) in ]-co, x,] x { yO) - S, does 
not intersect S,. Consider then xh > x0 such that [x0, xi] x { y,) c R (see 
Fig. 5). Clearly the set 
does not intersect S,. Now let (r be a smooth positive function equal to 1 on 
the strip [x < x0] and to 0 for x > x4 and consider 
It is a test function for (P) (indeed on y = y,, c = 0 since p- = 0 and on 
S, in such a case p = h, - y > y,, - y) thus we have 
j 
VP. VI-4P - (Yo - Yrl + g * I-@P - (Y, - y)>- I, < 0. 
Q 
But clearly in this integral it is enough to integrate on Q’ with Q’ = 
en b < x,1 n [P > 01 ( since outside p = g = 0) and since on this set 
(0, g) = V(-(y, - y)) we obtain 
1^ IVP - (Y, - y)>- I2 & 0 Q’ 
and thus (p - (y, - y))- is constant on any connected component of Q’. By 
definition of x,,, C intersects the set [p > 0] (perhaps below S,) and one can 
find a small ball B centered on C such that B n Q’ c [p > 01. Let us denote 
by K the connected component of Q’ which contains B n Q’. Since 
(p - (y, - y))- = 0 on C by continuity we necessarily have 
(p - (y, - y))- = 0 on K. But K is equal to Q n [x < x,]; indeed otherwise 
K would have a boundary point in this set (i.e., with y < yO) and at this point 
we would have both p = 0 and p > y, - y > 0. Thus we have p > y,, - y on 
Q n [x ( x,,]. By continuity this contradicts the equality p(x,, y) = 0 
V(x,, y) E 0. So necessarily x, > xI, the proof of the left being the same, the 
result follows. 
As an easy consequence we have: 
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THEOREM 6.2. Let x, and xi be defined by (26). If for x < x, and for 
x > x, the function S is monotonic or first increasing and then decreasing 
after having reached a maximum, then problem (P) has an unique solution. 
Proof: It is clear from the above theorem and since no pools can appear 
on the right of x, as well as on the left of x,. Note that in the above theorem, 
it is implied that our assumptions are fulfilled if x, or x, is an end point of 
%Go. 
Now to specify the set [p > 0] and the pressure a little more we have the 
following, which is true in all generality (i.e., also for several reservoirs). 
THEOREM 6.3. Let (p, g) be a solution of (P) and (a, h), (b, h) be two 
points of S, . Set 
Let us assume that C is connected, [a, b] x {h } does not intersect S, and 
that there exists a small ball centered on the segment [a, b] x (h) such that 
BnCc[p>O] then wehave 
~>z(C).(h-y). (27) 
(Thus in particular C is wet.) 
Proof. Let us consider the function 
t=-~(C).(p-(h-y))-; 
it is a test function for (P) and so we have 
I V~.V[-(p-(h-y))-l+g[-(p-(h-y))-l,~O. C 
Since by (22) we only have to integrate on C n [p > 01, where (0, 1) = 
V(-(h - y)) this leads to 
and thus (p - (h - y))- is constant on every connected component of 
Cn [p > 01. Let us denote by K that which contains B n C. By continuity 
since (p-(h- y))-=p-=O on y=h we have (p---h- y))-=0 on K 
and thus p > (h - y) on K. But clearly K = C. Indeed otherwise K would 
have a boundary point in K (i.e., with y < h) and at this point we would have 
both p = 0 and p > h - y > 0. Thus the proof is complete. 
Remark 6.4. Thanks to Theorem 6.1 if [a, b] c [x,, xr] and [a, b] X {h) 
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does not intersect S, we have (27). As an application of this remark we have 
indicated by dots the part of the dam of Fig. 5 where we are certain to find 
water. Note also that we know (see Theorem 4.11) that the dam is also wet 
for x=x, and x=x2 but without being able to give more precisions about 
the set which is wet in the neighborhood of these points. 
Remark 6.5. As a particular case for one reservoir if there exist (xi, h,), 
(xi, hi) belonging to S, such that xi < x,, xi > x2 and 
be connected, then the only S,-connected solution of (P) is given by 
Indeed such a pair satisfies (P) and is S,-connected and so the result 
follows by Theorem 5.2. 
Remark 6.6. In most cases (i.e., except for a pool or in the case of the 
previous remark) (27) gives in fact 
P > (h - y) on C, 
indeed it is enough to apply the strong maximum principal to the function 
h-y-p. 
6.2. Case of Several Reservoirs 
In this section only we shall assume the connected components of S, 
numbered by S,, 1 ,..., S,,, from left to right. We shall denote by x,,~ and x,,~ 
the real given by (26) when the dam is only equipped with the reservoir of 
bottom S,,i (i.e., where we take S, = S,,i and S, being equal to the 
remainder of S - S,). Then we have 
THEOREM 6.7. If for x < x,,, and x > x,,, the function S- is monotonic 
or first increasing and the decreasing, if moreover 
xl,i+ 1 < xr,i Vi = l,..., n - 1, 
then problem (P) has a unique solution and the whole part of S, between 
xi, 1, x,,, 1s wet. 
Proof: First applying Theorems 6.1 and 5.3 we see that for any solution 
of (P) the part of S, between x1.1 and x,,, is wet thus, thanks to our 
assumptions, since no pools can appear on the left or on the right of xl,, and 
X r,n, respectively, the proof is complete. 
Remark 6.8. Theorem 6.7 leads to uniqueness for a great range of 
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domains as it is easy to see in some examples. For instance, it is clear if S, 
is the union of two monotonic graphs. Moreover as in the case of only one 
reservoir, Theorems 6.3 plus 5.3 allow us to give a few more details about 
the wet set and the pressure, for example: on Fig. 1 we see that p > h, - y 
since h, - y is clearly the S,-connected solution of problem (P) in L2 with 
s3 = s3.2. 
7. MONOTONICITY OF THE FREE BOUNDARY 
In this section we shall study only the case of one or two reservoirs. 
7.1. Case of One Reservoir 
The notations will be those of Fig. 6. Namely we set [x,, x2] = rr,(S,) and 
h, will be the level of the water in the unique reservoir considered. 
Furthermore we shall assume 
S, n ]-co, x, [ x ]--co, h, [ is empty or a non-decreasing graph, 
S, n 1x2, +co [ x ]-co, h, [ is empty or a non-increasing raph. 
Then we have: 
(28) 
THEOREM 7.1. Let (p, g) be the S,-connected solution of(P) and @J the 
function defined by (11) then under assumptions (28) we have 
@ is a non-decreasing function on the interval ]-a~, x, [ n n,( [ p > 0]), 
@ is a non-increasing function on the interval lx,, +oo [ r\ xX( [ p > 01). 
FIGURE 6 
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ProoJ Let x E 1x1, +co [ n II,. [p > 01) and h < Q(x) < hi. If there 
exists a point (x0, yO) E R and below lx,, x[ x {h} such that p(x,, y,) = 0 
we would have in R, p(x,,, y) = 0 Vy > y,,. Now thanks to Theorem 3.2 one 
can find a point (a,, p,) in Q near S,,, and such that a, < x0, p, > h, 
p(ai,/?,) > 0. Clearly this point is in P, which is connected (see 
Theorem 4.9). So since (x, h) is also in P, and since p(x,, y) = 0 Vy > y,, an 
arc binding (x, h) to (a,, p,) must intersect in Q the half straight line 
]-co, xO[ x {h) at some point which would be thus in P,. But using (28) 
and Theorem 4.10 this leads to a contradiction with p(x,, yO) = 0. Thus in 0 
below ]xz, x[ x {h} we have p > 0 and @(x’) > h for x’ E lx*, x[. Since h is 
arbitrary we have @(x’) > Q(x) and the result follows since the proof is the 
same on the other side. 
Moreover note the following result which holds also for several reservoirs: 
THEOREM 7.2 [9]. Zf (p, g) is the S,-connected solution of(P) then the 
function @ cannot be stationary in R except in some trivial cases as in 
Remark 6.5. 
Proof: Indeed assume that Q(x) = h Vx E ]a, b[ such that S = ]a, b[ x 
{h } c Q and choose a small ball B inside R, centered on S and such that 
n,(B) c ]a, b[. Since (0, g) = V[-(h - y)’ ] on B, from (P) we obtain 
I’V(p-(h-y)+)Vc=j vp.v<+g.&,=o Vt E WO; 
B n 
thus p - (h - y)’ is harmonic in B and by the maximum principal p = h - y 
on B n [y < h]. But by analytic continuation this leads to p = h - y in 
[p > 0] and a contradiction except perhaps in a case as in Remark 6.5. 
Remark 7.3. So generally we have p = 0 in a neighborhood of any point 
(x, h,) of a. This shows that the assumptions of Theorem 6.2 cannot be 
weakened and that there exists some case with a not quite obvious nonuni- 
queness. Indeed with the notations of Fig. 6 if (p, g) denotes the S,- 
connected solution of (P) in Q and if we denote by Q’ the open R U A (A 
being the appendix on the figure) then an easy calculation shows that for all 
h’< t’ 
(P’, g’) = (P, g) +x(A n [y < h’]) . (h’ - y, 1) 
gives a solution of (P) on R’ (S, and S, being taken without any change). 
7.2. Case of Two Reservoirs 
The notations are those of Fig. 7 and we assume that (28) holds without 
any change. 
505/45/2-9 
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FIGURE 7 
THEOREM 7.4. Let (p, g) be the S,-connected solution of(P) and @ the 
function defined by (11) then under the assumption (28) we have 
(i) @ is a non-decreasing function on the interval I--00, x,[ n 
%([P > 01). 
Moreover if we assume [p > 0] connected (otherwise it would be the case 
of one reservoir) then: 
(ii) Zf Q(x) > h, for all x E lx,, x3[ then @ is non-increasing on 
1x2, xj[ (see Fig. 7). 
(iii) Zf there exists an x E lx,, x3[ such that G(x) < h, then there 
exists x, E lx,, x, [ such that @(x,) < h, and @ is non-increasing on 
1x2, x,,,], @ is non-decreasing on [x,,,, x3 [. 
ProoJ Here for h < hi we shall denote by (ai,Pi) a point near an end 
point of S,,i and which satisfies p(a,,/?,) > 0, that is, to say (ai,Pi) E C,,i. 
(Clearly such a point exists thanks to Theorem 3.2.) 
First let x < x, and h < G(x) < h, if there exists a point (x0, y,) E R 
below lx, x, [ x {h) such that p(x,,, yO) = 0 then we would have in Q, 
P(x,,Y)=o VY>Y,. Clearly by definition of @ we have (x, h) E P,. 
Assume (x, h) E C,,, and (a,, p,) as above with moreover a, > x,, . Then any 
arc binding (x, h) to (a,, /I,) must intersect in LI the half straight line 
lx,,, + co [ x (h } at some point. But thanks to (28) by Theorem 4.10 this 
contradicts p(xO, y,) = 0. By assuming (x, h) E C,,, we would necessarily 
have h < h, and the contradiction would be obtained by considering the arc 
binding (x, h) to (az, j?,). Thus we have p > 0 below [x, x, [ x (h} and thus 
@(x’) > h Vx’ > x but h being arbitrary this leads to @(x’) 2 Q(x) and to 
(i). Clearly (ii) holds with the same proof by considering a point x such that 
Q(x) > h,. Now to prove (iii) let us denote by x, a point in Ix,, x3] such 
that 
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FIGURE 8 
clearly such a point exists (see Theorem 4.11). Let us prove then, for 
instance, that Qi is non-decreasing on the interval [x,, x3 [. Let x E lx,,,  x3 [ 
if Q(x) = @(x,) then clearly by definition of x,, @(x’) > @J(X) Vx’ > x, so 
let us assume that @(x,) < @p(x) and consider h such that @(x,) < h < G(x). 
First if (x, h) E C,,, since in fl we have p(x,, v) = 0 Vy > h the arc binding 
(x, h) to (a, ,/3i) with a, < x, must intersect the half straight line 
]--00,x,] X {h} at some point, but thanks to (28) applying now 
Theorem 4.10 we would have a contradiction with p(xmr @(x,)) = 0, thus 
(4 h) E c/l,*, which implies in particular h < h,. By considering as 
previously the arc binding (x, h) to (a,, /I,) we deduce then that @(x’) > h 
Vx’ > x and the proof is complete since h is arbitrary. 
Remark 7.5. To understand how @ could reach a minimum, consider, 
for instance, a dam as in Fig. 8, where h, = h,. 
Indeed, first, in this case the solution of (P) is unique and the set [p > 0] 
is connected. Thanks to Theorem 4.8 we have p = 0 on [ y > h, ] and so 
a(x) < h, but if we had a(x) = h, between the two reservoirs we would have 
a contradiction (see Theorem 7.2). Thus it is case (iii) of Theorem 7.4. 
8. SOME EXTENSIONS IN GREATER DIMENSION 
In this section R will be a connected, bounded open set in R p (p > 2), 
with a Lipschitz boundary. We shall denote by (x, y) a point in Rp with now 
x E R P’ and y E R and by 71, the projection of R p on I? p-’ in the y- 
direction. Setting without any change (l)-(4) we shall assume, for instance, 
that S+ and S- are continuous except perhaps on a finite number number of 
arcs in x,.(a) where we could have a vertical wall. S, , S,, S, the S,,i and 
the hi (i = l,..., n) will be taken as above. Then all the results until 
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Theorem 3.7 have an obvious extension. Now, instead of Theorem 3.7 we 
can prove: 
THEOREM 8.1. Let (p, g) be a solution of (P) and C, a connected 
component of [p > 0] n [ y > h] such that z,(CJ n n,(S,) = 0. If we set 
Z, = 0 n Qc,) x ]h, +OC, [ 
then we have 
Proof: First, derive the parallel of Lemma 3.8. Let [ be a positive 
function in H’(R) n C(fi) which vanishes on [ y = h] and set 
Thanks to the theorem of the Appendix and since p E H’([ y > h]), it is a 
test function for (P) and it follows (it is just the same as in Lemma 3.8) 
C(x, @p(x)) dx. 
Now, as in Theorem 3.7, to conclude the proof, there remains to prove the 
second inequality. For this, set, for instance, 
o&, y)=min [q, 11, 
where d is the euclidean distance in Rp-’ and A the complement in W pP ’ of 
rr,(CJ. By noting that a, does not depend on y the remainder of the proof is 
the same as that in Theorem 3.7. 
Taking Definition 4.1 without any change we now have Theorem 4.4. 
Indeed (with the same notation as in R*-proof) x(Z) . p =x(C) - p is a test 
function for (P) by application of the theorem in the Appendix and the proof 
is as above. After easy changes in Definition 4.5, Theorem 4.7 follows. Now 
to complete the result about uniqueness one can easily see that the proofs of 
Section 5 are valid. 
Obviously the proof of Theorem 4.10 is a typical lR2-proof as well as the 
results of Section 7, which are nonsensical here. 
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APPENDIX 
In this Appendix we prove a theorem we have used at some stages in this 
paper. Q is here a bounded open set in R”. Then we have: 
THEOREM. Let u be a function in H’(0) n C(l2). Zf C is a connected 
component of [u > 0] then x(C) . u E H’(R) and we have the formula 
$xwu)=x(c)*~ Vi = l,..., n. 
1 1 
Moreover if0 is regular and u is equal to zero in the trace sense on a part 
r,, c Xl of strictly poskive measure then x(C) . u is also equal to zero on r, 
in the trace sense. 
Proof First, assume fi bounded, with a Lipschitz boundary, 
u E H’(Q) n C(fi) and let C be a connected component of [U > 01. For 
E > 0 let us denote by K, the set 
K, = {x E C 1 u(x) > E}. 
Then d being the Euclidean distance and C’ the complement of C in R we 
have 
d(K,, Cc) > 0. (29) 
Indeed if d(K,, Cc) : 0 there exists a sequence (x,, y,) E K, x Cc such 
that d(x,, y,) goes to zero when n goes to infinity. Moreover, d being 
compact we can suppose that (x,, y,) --t (x, x) E fi when n + + co. By 
continuity, from u(x,) > E we then deduce u(x) > E and thus if x E LR, u is 
strictly positive in a ball of center x which contains some x, and some y, but 
this ball, connected with some x, in it, is included in C which gives a 
contradiction with the fact that some y,, belongs to it. So we have x E %2. 
But in this case quite the same proof holds. Indeed there is a neighborhood B
of x such that u > 0 on B n a. Then using local coordinates we easily see 
choosing B small enough that we can suppose B n R connected, which gives 
the same contradiction as above. 
From (29), it is now clear that we can find a smooth function a,(x) such 
that 0 <a,(x) < 1, a,(x) = 1 on a neighborhood of K, and a,(x) = 0 on Cc. 
So we have 
x(K,)(u - E) = aE. (u - E)+ 
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and thus x(K,)(u - E) E H’(0) with also for i = l,..., it 
(30) 
This shows that x(K,) . (U - E) is bounded in H’(0) independently of E 
and so provided we extract a subsequence we can suppose x(K,)(u - E) - w 
in H’(R)-weak and L’(Q)-strong when E goes to zero. But clearly 
x(4 * (u - El + x(C) u in L*(R); hence w = x(C)u and this function is in 
H’(R). On the other hand, taking the limit of (30) (for instance, in 24’(Q)) 
we obtain 
Hence the result follows in this case, namely, for L! bounded with a 
Lipschitz boundary and for u E H’(R) n C(a). 
For the general case and for u E H’(R) r‘l C(Q) we consider a monotonic 
sequence of smooth open sets such that 
R,cR (ja,=n. 
n 
Let then -C be a connected component of [U > 0] and x,, a point in C. 
Since x0 E R, for n large enough, we can suppose x0 E Q for all n. Now let 
us denote by Cl, the connected component of x0 in Q, r‘l [U > 01. As we 
have seen above x(C:~) . u E H’(Q,,) and we have in Q,, for p > n 
(31) 
Moreover when p goes to infinity x(CzO)(x) +x(C)(x) for all x. (Indeed if 
x @ C, x(C,“!J(x) =x(C)(x) = 0. If now x belongs to C which is a connected 
set in R” there exists an arc in C binding x,, to x. But this arc, being 
compact, is included in fiP for p large enough, which precisely means that 
x E C& .) By Lebesgue’s theorem we then deduce in L*(Q) 
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Hence passing to the limit in (31) (for instance in g’(fi,)) we obtain in 
Qn 
MC) * 24 
aXi 
=x0$, vi = l,..., n 
I 
and thus x(C) . u E H’(O,) but since this is true for all n the result follows. 
The second part of the claim is clear, for instance, since in 0 
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